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superb biographyForeword ReviewsAn ambitious, well-written effort to restore a Wild West
desperado to history. . . . Readers will surely remember Jack Slade from henceforth. A treat for
Western history buffs and fans of true crime. Kirkus ReviewsAn enjoyable read, and it is also a
heroic effort. Wall Street JournalEvery bit the page-turner as Roughing It, with one added
advantageRottenbergs book approaches the truth. Wild West magazineNow and then a book of
Western history comes along that captures an era and clears up many a mystery; Death of a
Gunfighter is such a book. Colorado Central magazineIn 1859, as the United States careened toward
civil war, Washingtons only northern link with Americas richest state, California, was a stagecoach
line operating between Missouri and the Pacific. Yet the stage line was plagued by graft, outlaws,
and hostile Indians. At this critical moment, the company enlisted a former wagon train captain
and Mexican War veteran to clean up its most dangerous division. Over the next three years, Joseph
Alfred Jack Slade exceeded his employers wildest dreams, capturing bandits and horse thieves and
driving away gangs; he even shot to...
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Reviews
This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most amazing publication we have read. Your lifestyle period will likely be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Ala na McCulloug h
The very best pdf i possibly study. It generally will not expense excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for
concerning should you ask me).
-- Pr of. O wen Spor er
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